ET100 & ET102 GFCI Receptacle Tester

Unique “Finger Loop” eases removal from receptacles, especially those with high retention force

Features:
• Useful and necessary tool for residential and commercial electricians, home inspectors, kitchen and bath installers, apartment/condo property managers, DIY’ers and handymen
• Detect faulty wiring in 3-wire receptacles
• Lights display 5 wiring faults: Open Ground, Open Neutral, Hot/Ground Reverse, Open Hot, Hot/Neutral Reverse
• Easy to read fault label on both sides for easy viewing regardless of the receptacle’s orientation
• Test GFCI for proper operation
• ET100 tests GFCI for proper operation
• ET102 tests standard receptacles

Ordering Information:
ET100  GFCI Receptacle Tester
ET102  Standard Receptacle Tester